Mrs S Heavens - GCCF of Ireland Supreme Show - 22nd April 2018
My thanks to Ronnie for the invitation. Kit and I had the most brilliant time in Ireland, the people as always were so
friendly and welcoming, plus we even got two dry and almost sunny days. Daniel Guggenheim stewarded for me he
was great company and handled the cats with ease.

A.C. SPOTTED BRITISH GRAND PREMIER/HIBERNIAN
1. I.GRPR & B.O.B. SLATER'S GR PR HONIKATZ SILVER BELLE (BSH ns 24) FN 01/07/12
A sweet girl a fraction on the shy side but she showed well. Rounded head with smooth skull between well
set medium sized ears, she has a tendency to splay these to the side. Round light coloured eyes, short
broad nose with the hint of tarnish, fairly round cheeks and muzzle, level bite and fair chin. Compact
shaped frame held on short strong legs, she enjoys her food but has retained her balance. Short dense coat
a dark silver with clear dense black markings, M to face, separated spine lines, the side spots are visible
when viewed at a distance. Balanced length tail with visible rings. Congratulations on being overall Best
British Neuter
BRITISH CHOCOLATE PRE-CHAMPION
1. C.C. B.O.B. KISIELIENE'S GARFILD OF GERULIS*LT (BSH b) M 25/05/17
A sweet young boy who is developing well. Head developing with good width between well set medium
sized ears. Lovely deep orange eyes, I would have liked them a fraction larger in size. Rounded cheeks and
muzzle, level bite and fair chin. Good development to body with short sturdy well boned legs and large
firm round paws. Short dense coat with good texture, a mix between Bournville and Galaxy, a fraction
unsound to the roots. Balanced length full tail.
BRITISH LILAC CHAMPION
1. G.P.C. B.O.B. JOHNSTONS INT CH QUENTAN CHERRY LAND (BSH c) M 22/7/15
A huge soft lump, he has a super gentle nature and really did not want to be put back into his pen. Huge
well developed head with wide smooth skull between well set medium sized ears, a touch wide to the
base. Round eyes a rich orange colour, short nose with curve when viewed in profile, balanced well by full
cheeks and rounded muzzle. Level bite and good chin. Substantial body held on short strong well boned
legs, he needs to watch his weight or he will become unbalanced. Short coat with good density, a medium
lilac a touch unsound in places and a lacking pinkish huge, balanced length tail. Congratulation on being
overall Best British Adult.
BRITISH LILAC KITTEN
1. B.O.B. GLAVECKA'S YU NO OF DIASY'S HOME (BSH c) M 23/10/17
A gorgeous boy with lots of potential, more pretty that butch in looks but he is still a baby so plenty of
time. Lovely round head with smooth skull between well set medium sized ears, I removed my pet hate,
tufts to the tips. Round eyes with a rich orange colour developing, short broad nose with slight curve when
viewed in profile, balanced by developing cheeks and muzzle. Level bite and good chin. Compact shape to
frame with good boning to short sturdy legs. Short coat a medium lilac, a touch unsound to the roots
lacking a pinkish huge, balanced length full tail. Congratulations on being overall Best British and also
Supreme Kitten.
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BRITISH BLUE-CREAM/LILAC/FAWN TORTIE KITTEN
1. B.O.B. KISIELIENE'S ZARA ASTIBRI*LT (BSH g) F 15/10/17
A sweet natured girl is she aware she is a dilute tortie. Small round head with fair width between medium
sized ears a touch wide to the base, she tends to splay them to the side. Round eyes still a muddy brown
colour, short broad nose, slightly rounded cheeks, her muzzle needs to develop, level bite and fair chin.
Small compact shaped frame with short legs, short coat with good density a medium blue, there is some
cream visible but it resembles a tabby/spotty pattern when viewed at a distance rather than even
mingling. All paws show both colours, balanced length full tail.
BRITISH BLACK PRE-PREMIER
1. P.C. B.O.B. DUFFY'S ASTRALCHARM BLACK PANTHER (BSH n) MN 20/5/17
A super gentle natured boy who was a delight to handle. Rounded head with fair width of smooth skull
between well set medium sized ears. Round orange eyes, slightly rounded cheeks, the muzzle needs to
develop, level bite and fair chin. Good sized frame held on short strong legs with large oval paws. Solid Jet
black coat, it has great density but was a fraction long in places, balance length tail with rounded tip.
BRITISH BLACK SILVER TABBY PRE-PREMIER
1. P.C. B.O.B. WREN'S HOONIKATZ RUBY'S PRINCE (BSH ns 22) MN 10/6/16
A thoughtful boy with slightly shy nature who was very easy to handle, Rounded head with smooth skull
between medium sized ears a touch wide to the base, he held them in a strange manner splaying them to
the side. Round eyes a ripening lime colour, rounded cheeks, he is slightly square to his muzzle, level bite
and fair chin. Compact shaped frame held on short strong legs he is currently still a balanced shape. Short
dense coat a dark silver with clear dense black markings, M to face, elongated butterfly, separated spine
lines, matched oysters, short tail with clear rings.
CHARTREUX ASSESSMENT
1. Merit, B.O.B. MATCISAUSKAS'S BELKA SOFT SILENCE (CHA) F 9/07/17
A lovely girl with shy nature who enjoyed a cuddle, my first ever Chartreux, I hope to see more in the U.K.
Wedge shape to head with width to base narrowing to end. Profile shows a gentle concave curve with high
forehead and flat plane between medium sized ears with width to base and high set on head. Expressive
eyes a copper colour with upward curve to corner edge, narrow to the muzzle with fair whisker pads. Level
bite and firm chin. Semi cobby shaped body with good muscle tone, held on medium legs with neat oval
paws. Medium length coat a deep blue it is lacking a fraction in density.
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